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1 Overview

infChecker 1.0 is a tool for checking (in)feasibility of goals G = {Fi}mi=1 where Fi = (sij ./ij
tij)

ni
i=1 and ./ij∈ {→,→∗,→+, ↪→, ↪→∗, ↪→+,�,�, ↓,

↪→
,↔,←↩↪→,↔∗,←↩↪→∗} where predicates ./ij

represent binary relations on terms (most of them well-known or easy generalizations of well-
known relations) defined by provability of goals s ./ij t with respect to a first-order theories
Th./ij [1, 2].

The tool is available here: http://zenon.dsic.upv.es/infChecker/. It is written in
Haskell and implements the Feasibility Framework [1], that describes:

• f-problems, by a tuple τ = (T,G), where T is a P-indexed theory, P is a set of predicates
and G is a sequence of T-conditions. We say that τ is feasible if G is T-feasible; otherwise,
it is infeasible.

• f-processor, as partial functions from f-problems into set of f-problems. Alternatively, it
can return “yes”. An f-processor P(τ) is sound iff P(τ) = “yes” or exists τ ′ ∈ P(τ)
such that τ ′ is feasible. An f-processor P(τ) is complete iff τ is infeasible whenever
P(τ) 6= “yes” and for all τ ′ ∈ P(τ), τ ′ is infeasible.

We implement five processors: PSat to prove infeasibility, PProv to prove feasibility, PNC to
apply narrowing, PSpl to decompose a goal and PUR to simplify the set of rules.

Our feasibility problems accepts different variants of TRS: Term Rewriting Systems, Con-
ditional Term Rewriting Systems, Context-Sensitive Term Rewriting Systems and Conditional
Context-Sensitive Term Rewriting Systems.

By using the proper relation (straight arrows for rewriting and curly arrows for context-
sensitive rewriting) we can use and combine different forms of rewriting.
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